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Maureen is the Senior Vice President of Global Fraud Risk Management at American Express (AXP) with global oversight for end-to-end Fraud Risk Management covering strategy, policy, capability, analytics, and worldwide fraud loss prevention. She also serves as the Chairman of the American Express Fraud Risk Management Committee.

Maureen leads a multidisciplinary team of 160+ global professionals responsible for enabling profitable business growth and world class customer care via the development and deployment of industry leading fraud capabilities.

Previously, Maureen was Senior Vice President, Global Risk Platforms where she was responsible for the advancement and evolution of American Express Risk Platforms worldwide, across all products and risk domains including Credit, Fraud and Operational Risk.

Maureen began her career at American Express in operations and during her 29 year tenure with the company, she has held a variety of positions of increased responsibility in Service Delivery, New Product Development, Technology and Risk Management.

Maureen is well-known for leadership in delivery execution and has a track record for building robust and innovative solutions. She is the 2013 recipient of the American Express Risk and Information Management Fellow award, recognizing lifetime achievement for outstanding outcomes driven by advanced technical skills, subject matter expertise, and innovative solutions.

Maureen is a staunch advocate for the advancement and success of women in technology and leadership; and was the founding executive sponsor of the American Express Phoenix chapter of the Executive Women’s Interest Network. She is also passionate about bettering the lives of women and their children and is a current board member and chair of the governance committee for the Arizona Foundation for Women – a non-profit organization whose vision is to create better life outcomes for Arizona’s women and their children with a focus on safety, health and economic empowerment.

Maureen graduated from the University of North Dakota with a Bachelor of Science in Political Science. She currently lives in Scottsdale Arizona with her husband Rob and has two children, Alex and Katie.